Browsing Journals in the LeDoux Library
Whether for a single article report, a paper, a master’s thesis, or a doctoral dissertation, the research task involves solving a problem, answering a question, and often creating new knowledge from old.

**Topic/question/problem -->**

**Information found through research -->**

**Thinking about the information (Synthesis) -->**

**Solution/answer (paper, thesis, etc.)**
Use Several Techniques

• browse the stacks.
• search the catalog for periodical titles or subjects.
• try different search fields and keywords.
TAKE NOTES FIRST:

1. Author/s names, last name first.
2. Date.
3. Article title.
4. Source (Journal Title, volume/issue, page range).
5. DOI or publisher’s URL for web sources.
Click on LeDoux’s Electronic Door
Search in LeDoux’s databases
Don’t limit your search to the internet; browse the print sources. Call numbers in class R (on the first floor) indicate medicine and related fields.
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